
SCALEUP
PROGRAM

CAPITAL INVESTMENT

Boab AI scaleup investment 
program is investing in at least 
32 artificial intelligence scale 
over 4 years with $300,000 AUD 
capital per company with up to 
$5,000,000 follow-on.

6-MONTH SERVICES

Far more than just providing 
capital, Boab AI is also an 
intensive 6-month services 
package helping AI companies to 
breakthrough to their next stage 
of growth.

WHO CAN APPLY?

We are seeking artificial 
intelligence companies with a 
product and demonstrable  
traction for our scaleup 
program. Companies can be 
based anywhere in the world 
but are particularly interested 
in companies based in Victoria.

FIND US

Website - All info and 
application link is  available at 
https://www.boab.ai

Email - Further enquiries can be 
made to  info@boab.ai

PROGRAM DETAILS

Named after the iconic Boab tree from northern Australia, the Boab AI  
program places scaleup companies at the centre of a supportive 
ecosystem with an entirely bespoke program for each company. We are 
focused on  adding value and not wasting time. Program features are as 
follows:

Ø Direct assistance: Experts providing hands-on finance, marketing, PR, 
investment, sales and technical assistance to companies where 
required.

Ø Investment advisory: Whether it is leading investment rounds, closing  
them or just optimising investability, Boab AI powered by Artesian are  
venture specialists with the experience of 500+ venture deals globally.

Ø Partnerships: As a platform for the AI ecosystem, Boab AI actively  
matches scaleup companies with corporates & governments.

Ø Mentorship: Mentorship from AI entrepreneurs who have done it 
before.

Ø Ecosystem: Boab AI funnels the benefits of the ecosystem to portfolio  
teams including PR opportunities, customers, investors and more.

PROGRAM GOALS

Your success is our success and we would like to help companies to triple  
their valuation or revenue growth. Whether it's through increasing the  
sales pipeline, partnering with a major brand or increasing investability, 
the Boab AI team are committed to helping AI scaleup companies.

APPLY NOW
Visit the website to apply for the program, applications close on the 30th 
of October 2020. Assessment and interviews are conducted on a rolling 
basis so the earlier you apply the better your chances.

https://www.boab.ai/
mailto:info@boab.ai

